
Code:220355

website: http://www.supplies.co.nz/Product/info/220355

Price: $55.01 per EACH (plus GST)

Features * 18mm tape black on white * Always check the model number on your machine
and the type of tape it uses. * There is a range of P-Touch labelling machines and a variety
of tapes to choose from. * Easily installed, please refer to the owner's manual for these
instructions These labels are easily the best home labels you can buy. They're covered by a
laminated film - which only Brother has. It's this unique lamination them the most durable, so
they're going to stay on longer and allow you to label more things. There're also the most
hygienic labels on the market. Can you wipe Brother Labels clean? Yes and that's why you'll
find Brother TZ range of labels in delis, butchers, and even hospitals. Are these labels tough
enough to be used under all sorts of conditions indoors and outdoors? Yes. Indoors you've
got all the obvious uses in the kitchen, like labels for ingredients containers, spices and
herbs. Brother Labels are also tough enough to go in the freezer - so label containers with
precooked meals and leftovers. How do they cope in extreme heat? They withstand extreme
heat too. So you can put labelled container or cups, in the dishwasher, oven or microwave.
Will these labels fade, curl or peel off like other labels do? No, they won't. These labels can
withstand minus 80?( a home freezer only gets to minus 17?), and 150?+, so you will get a
lot more wear and tear out of Brother Labels. Can you labels items outside? The labels can
withstand wind, rain and sun where other labels would buckle. So you can label items
outside - like identifying plants in the garden or your letterbox. Can you label items that could
be exposed to chemicals? The labels are chemical resistant and won't fall apart or fade if
you do spill liquid on them - so label recycled chemical bottles in the garden shed.
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